
DS200®

The Next Generation
Precinct Tabulator & Scanner

The Next Generation

ES&S’ experience combined with customer feedback 

and industry’s best practices take traditional optical 

scanning to a new level. The DS200® is an intelligent, 

advanced, integrated solution. It features the latest 

digital image technology available on the market. 

Top 5 Reasons DS200® is the Best 

Wireless: Accumulates and transmits votes directly 

from the polling place via wireless connection

Flexible:  Processes a variety of ballot sizes  

and designs, from 11” to 19”, including the 

Expressvote Ballot Activation Card

Convenient: Lightweight, compact, and easy  

to set up and use in the polling place

Progressive: Includes extra USB ports and 

expandable memory to accommodate future  

EAC standards 

Smart: Uses Intelligent Mark Recognition technology 

to remove the guesswork of determining what 

dictates a mark for a candidate 

experience. 
reliability. 

security. 
innovation. 



2005 VVSG Compliant
Fully compliant usability, accessibility, and security enhancements 

with the 2005 Voluntary Voting Systems Guidelines 

Accessible
Independence and privacy is guaranteed for people with special 

needs by accepting ballot from the AutoMARK® , our ballot- 

marking device

Large Communication Screen
12-inch LCD touch screen improves voter communication  

and supports multiple languages 

Integrated Thermal Printer
Thermal paper eliminates the worry of running out of ink  

on Election Day 

Power Management
Internal battery pack provides reliable and sustained power 

management, even in the event of a power outage

Interactive Touch Screen: 
Opening and closing polls is easier with the DS200®.  The large 

touch screen improves the user experience.  Election staff  

and poll workers agree that setup, diagnostic functions  

and online help are easy with the DS200®.

Voters benefit from real-time prompts flagging over-voted, 

under-voted, and blank ballots. 

Improve the election experience with ES&S’ DS200®.

Benefits and Features Wireless Modem Technology
Benefits

∙   Reduces wait time for election night results

∙   Sent over a secure channel (encrypted with SSH)

∙   Fast data rates

∙   Multiple wireless providers results in flexibility, using the provider  

that services you jurisdiction best

Security
∙   Tabulators continually write Election Results to a USB stick  

for a dependable primary backup 

∙   All data sent via Secure File Transfer Protocol Server

∙   DS200® only sends communications out...nothing can be received from  

an outside source

∙   Armed with advanced Intrusion Detection System



maintaining voter confidence. enhancing the voting experience.
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Certification of Unity 3.4.0.0
ES&S is proud to introduce our pairing of the DS200® with the world’s fastest, 

most precise digital central scanner -- DS850®. The suite enhances the DS200®   

and the AutoMARK® for voters with special needs.

This latest suite of software has set a new standard of usability for voters  

and election officials.

Newest Members of the ES&S Family

DS200 Achievements & Successes

With more than 13,500 units in use around the US, the DS200®  
is the industry’s most widely used precinct digital scanner.

Duval County, FL
DS850®, DS200®, AutoMARK®

State of Maine 
DS200® and AutoMARK®


